DUAL-OUTPUT MAXVISION BEAM® LED FLASHLIGHT

800 LUMENS

94 HOURS

115 METERS
MAXVISION
BEAM®

MULTIPLE
SETTINGS

PROTECTION

DESCRIPTION

This groundbreaking light is designed for maximum versatility, serving
as both an everyday carry light and an improvised weapon light. The
Tactician’s dual-output LED is paired with a proprietary reflector to
create our MaxVision® Beam, a useful wall of light that fills in the space
around you. Hand-tighten its front bezel to set the light to deliver all
800 lumens for longer-range or tactical tasks; rotate counterclockwise
a quarter-turn for 5 lumens of light for those tasks requiring less light
and more runtime. Either setting is activated in momentary-on mode
with a press of the tailcap; twist for constant-on mode.
A lightweight but durable aerospace-aluminum body is knurled for
a secure grip, and a Mil-Spec hard anodized finish protects against
abrasion and corrosion. Because you’re going to want to take this
portable powerhouse with you just about everywhere you go, it
features a robust pocket clip for secure bezel-up carry in a pocket,
pack, or purse.
FEATURES
¼

Highly versatile light serves as an everyday carry light or an
improvised weapon light

¼

Dual-output LED with MaxVision Beam, delivers a broad 		
useful wall of light that fills in the space around you

¼

Hand-tighten its front bezel for maximum output; loosen by a
quarter-turn for low-output

¼

Either setting is activated in momentary-on mode with a press
of the tailcap; twist for constant-on mode
PART# / UPC

SPECIFICATIONS

E2T-MV
OUTPUT

High: 800 Low: 5 lumens

RUNTIME

High: 1.5 Low: 94 hours

PEAK BEAM INTENSITY

3,200 candela

DISTANCE

115 meters

CONSTRUCTION

Aluminum

FINISH

Mil-Spec Hard Anodized

WEIGHT (w/batteries)

3.5 oz (99 g)

LENGTH

5.0 in (12.7 cm)

BEZEL DIAMETER

1.0 in (2.54 cm)

BATTERIES

Two 123A lithium (incl.)

SWITCHING

Tactical tailcap

E2T-MV

084871326971

All performance claims tested to ANSI/NEMA FL1-2009 Standard.
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PACKAGING SPECS

FEATURED ACCESSORIES

BATTERY TYPE

VOLTAGE

CAPACITY

ENERGY

123A*

3V

1,550 mAh

4.65 Wh 17 g

WEIGHT

LITHIUM CONTENT

0.465 g

*Specifications per battery

TYPE

Blister Card - Kraft Stock

HEIGHT

10 in (25.4 cm)

WIDTH

4 in (10.1 cm)

DEPTH

1.25 in (3.1 cm)

123A LITHIUM BATTERIES
Available in 2, 6, 12-packs and bulk options

SC1 SPARE BATTERY CARRIER
Other appropriate models also available

BODY SPECS

5.0 in

1.0 in

E2T-MV
TACTICIAN
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